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As you can see from the committee list at the left, a new team

Mini presentation by Des Graham. Coffee Break. Groups as usual will be

Don Patrick, Web Asst.

has taken over the leadership of the club.

doing Pages — one of the great features of iWork. Basics will be in one

Email Marg...

I’m sure we all wish them well and will do our best to contribute
to make their period in office satisfying and successful.

Publishing Assistant
Steve Craddock, Editor

group as June is away and lately there have been very few attending.
The Help Desk will operate in the little room off the kitchen.
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Special Notice
Extraordinary General Meeting,
Tuesday 9 November
At the September AGM the members endorsed the motion to defer
the setting of Membership fees for 2011 to the November meeting.
This will be an Extraordinary General Meeting before the normal
meeting where members will vote on a motion presented by the
Committee.
Notice of this appears in this Newsletter to allow sufficient time for
the announcement of this occurring. The November Newsletter
will have the wording of the motion.

James Strachan, Treasurer
Margaret Evans, President

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...
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Acknowledgement

The Committee would like to thank them for all the time they have

At the September AGM a change occurred in the members of the

devoted and the work done while on the Committee to make BMUG
what it is today. We wish them all the best in their “retirement”.

Committee due to the retirement of Don Patrick, Steve Craddock and
Marnie Haig-Muir. We welcome Prue Paterson, Peter Baldwin and
welcome back Jürgen Gross as their replacements. This means we must
say good-bye to people who have been instrumental in the development
of BMUG to the club we know today.
Steve has been responsible for the Newsletter, major for information
about BMUG and all things Mac and the writing of manuals that are
highly regarded for their instruction in the use of the many programs
and new products. As well as members purchasing manuals at meetings,
there are a number of remote members who purchase via the website.
The Committee is grateful to Steve who has indicated he will continue to
write these even though he is not on the Committee. David Dixon and
Greg Melville have agreed to print and distribute the Manuals instead of
Steve.

Marg Evans, President

September Meeting
Members present at the AGM were treated to two very interesting
presentations. Philomena Rogers showed how to use Spin Doctor —
part of the Toast suite — to convert audio tapes to digital format. These
can then be burnt to CD. This is a topic that could be expanded on in a
future meeting.
Our second speaker was Tim Gibson showing a Keynote presentation
on climate change and the effect of Global Warming. If you were
confused or skeptical about the effects on our earth, Tim showed very
clearly with visuals and in a not too technical language how important it
is for everyone to take action now to protect our environment.

Don Patrick has been the one to initiate new ideas for the club. Our
website, for one, is our link to the wider community. He has been
assisted by Prue Paterson who now replaces him on the Committee. This

Dick thought you might be interested in this beautiful apple
wood cutting board complete with half apple logo...

means the roles will be reversed as Don has offered to assist Prue with
this major aspect of BMUG for which the Committee is very grateful.
Another major initiative of Don’s has been the development of the
Group sessions and the Help Desk. Positive comments have been
received for both of these.
Members can be assured that these will continue and we will have the
assistance of Steve and Don to ensure continuity for the groups.
Marnie, as President, has steered the ship for the last two years. She has
enthusiastically endorsed the changes suggested, encouraged and
supported others and readily assisted with the groups and Help Desk.
Hopefully we can call on her knowledge and experiences as a Mac user
during the year.

designspray - ApfelBrett
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TOP TIP — T!e iPad and a ʻheadlessʻ Mac Mini —
heart of the home hi fi
The company is good, the easy chair is comfortable, the glass of
something or other is soothing, and the music is inspiring — and if we
can enhance that experience with a few tweaks of our iPad, life will be

The image at left shows our current home setup. From left to right, we
see the iPad Remote app being used to wirelessly choose and play a
Choirboys album, and the Mac Mini music server cabled to the
amplifier on the shelf above.

even sweeter. And we can, by following a few simple steps outlined
below.

The Remote app, originally written for the iPhone, has recently been

We can have an iTunes library of beautiful music on a Mac playing

So, where is the iTunes library?

though our regular amplifier and speakers and we can pause and play;

Ours is on the Mac Mini cabled to the hi fi as you see above, but there

raise and lower volume; choose our albums; search for tracks; and
browse genres — all by wireless remote from touches on the screen of

are other options. The library may be on your desktop Mac or a laptop,
linked to your hi fi by Airport, or it may be on a laptop cabled to the hi

our iPad. This is simply magic! What’s more, we can do all this with a
‘background’ app, which means the music will go on playing while we

fi. Here, I’m going to keep it simple by just explaining one option, the
Mac Mini music server approach seen above.

updated, and now provides a brilliant full-screen interface to the user.

are simultaneously reading a book, browsing with Safari, or drawing a
sketch on the same iPad.

Tip: the best music quality will be obtained from using an Apple
Lossless setting when you are initially loading your CDs into iTunes.

Step 1 — setting up the Mac Mini
We aren’t going to use a screen, keyboard or mouse when the Mac Mini
is set up, but we will need them initially to get your Mac Mini working.
So plug in the mouse and keyboard. The screen can be a home TV. Your
Apple store will provide the right DVI adapter to cable it to the Mac. Go
through the regular Apple setup process, run Software Update to get the
latest version of iTunes onboard, and copy your iTunes library to the
Mini. There are several ways to do this, either by cable or wirelessly, but
let’s keep it simple, and just assume you have got the library across.
Use System Preferences to switch ‘sleep’ off in Energy Saver, and to make
iTunes a startup item in Accounts - Login Items. While we are in System
Preferences, if we are going to run this Mac ‘headless’ — that is with no
screen, mouse or keyboard — we will also need to enable screen sharing
in Sharing.
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Finally, we need to enable VNC (Virtual Network Control) in Sharing –

Alternatively, tap Add

Computer Settings. This will involve registering a password. Trust me,
although this configuration stuff is completely incomprehensible, the

Library. You will see this
screen, which will provide

result will make it all worth while!

a passcode...

Step 2 — setting up the iPad
Download two apps to the iPad. Remote, which is
free, gives you full control of iTunes via the iPad.

The second app you need is called VNC Viewer. This will be used to
control the Mac Mini from the iPad, to enable us, for example to shut
down the Mac, to update the software, or to carry out any other
necessary housework. We will only need to use this app very

Now, go back to the Mac Mini iTunes. Select the iPad in Devices, and type
the passcode in the spaces. This linking process is very similar to the
pairing used by Bluetooth devices.
The iPad will now be able to find the iTunes Library.

occasionally. When it finds the Mac Mini, key in the VNC password you
set earlier. It will remember this, and in future connecting will just take
one tap.

Listening to the music

Tip: you may occasionally find you need to wake your Mac up by

Let’s shut everything down and start from scratch...

Let’s assume you have set everything up correctly, that your iTunes
library is ready to go, and that your Mac Mini is cabled to the amplifier.

using VNC to assist Remote in linking to your iTunes library.
— ! startup the Mac Mini by pressing the on/off button. The

Step 3 — setting up the
Remote app

Mac will chime.
— ! switch on the amplifier.

Remote will need to be paired to your
computer with the iTunes library, and you will

— ! give the Mac a few minutes to get going. Mac Minis are
slower to start than regular iMacs. iTunes will open

be given two options for doing so:
Your Remote app will connect directly to any

automatically.
— ! open the Remote app on the iPad. It will take a few minutes
to find and link to the library.

Mac that has Home Sharing turned on...
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Now you will see the very familiar iTunes interface, with Playlists,

Artist sketching on her iPad at the cycling...

Genres, Artists, Search, and so on...

Choose your music, tap play, sit back and enjoy. If you
tap the Now Playing button at the bottom of the screen,
you will see something like this:

Final tip: you can leave your Mac Mini on all the time,
or alternatively you can shut it down overnight. This
can easily be done by using either screen sharing on
your laptop or the VNC Viewer on your iPad.
The next startup is simply achieved by pressing the
on/off button on the unit.
And as I said above, all this applies similarly to your
iPhone...
Steve Craddock
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BMUG manuals — mail order manuals

TOP TIP — MacWorld Weekly

In addition to selling manuals over the counter at our meetings, we sell

I receive the MacWorld Weekly eNews and while I always do read it or

them by mail order from the BMUG website. And it’s so easy! You pay

perhaps more accurately skim through it - this week having a little bit of

by PayPal, and purchasers in Australia can have any 3 for $20, including
postage and packing, while international readers can get two for $20.

spare time on my hands, I really delved deeper into the various links.

Do us a favour, and mention this service to your friends, wherever they
might live.
As always, it helps if you order manuals by email to pick up at the meeting, so
we know how many to print and bind.

One particular link that I have spent quite some time reading through is the
“Helps/Tips” link and was amazed at the hints that I found.

A link to email David with manual orders is provided at left...

Editor

I strongly

recommend that everyone set some time aside to browse through this
section. I was constantly muttering to myself – “I did not know you could do
that” or “gosh that happened to me”.

Email David...

May I suggest you bookmark the site and when you have a spare 15 minutes

Steve’s iPad group
A group of about a dozen locals with iPads exchange news and tips by
email. If you have bought an iPad, or you are considering doing so, just

here and there, browse through the many topics. I was amazed at some of
the hints I read and have actually printed a few of them.

send me an email, and I’ll be glad to add you to the list. There’s so much

The section is quite large – it goes up to 55 pages at present so you will need

fun to be had with this ‘magic’ Mac, and we all get a lot from sharing
ideas.

to return from time to time to check it all out but I am sure that everyone will

We have recently distributed a number of iPad ‘How to’ books in ePub

http://www.macworld.com.au/category/help/

form. These can, of course, be read on the iPad itself.

Steve Craddock

find articles that will interest them. Here is the website address for you:

Enjoy some very informative reading...! !

Marg Boyles
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BMUG members’ market
place

Epson Stylus Photo 1270 A3 Inkjet
Printer! $50 ONO

Mouse plague
Apple wireless Magic Mouse (with
instruction book): $35

Microsoft wireless Bluetooth mouse (with
instruction book and software disk): $25

Apple USB Keyboard!

!

$20 ONO

Call Marnie on 5241 2780

Cliff Benson’s’ everything must go’ clearance
sale...
Wacom 6 x 4 inch Tablet (with stylus
and mouse) Model ET-0405U
ONO

$25

LaCie Mounting Rack with fittings (for d model external
drives)!

Microsoft
Mouse! !

$10 ONO

$25 ONO

For any of these
items, contact Cliff
on 5255 5836
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Macally USB Keyboard! !

$20 ONO

Iomega ZIP CD Burner Drive 650
$25 ONO

For any of these
items, contact
Cliff on 5255 5836

Canon Scanner
FB630U!
!

LaCie External Superdrive/Burner $40 ONO

ONO

Binatone Twin Phone Set e3600
Twin! !
$10 ONO

Netgear ADSL Firewall Router
DG834AU!
!
$40 ONO

Highlight 4 Port USB Hub!

$20

!

!

$5 ONO

Akai Stereo Receiver
AA-1115 !
$30
ONO
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Technics Stereo Cassette

Dear Aunty Mac,

Deck dbx RSB207! !
$25

my wireless Magic Mouse has lost its magic, and loses connection with

ONO

several months of very reliable service. I’ve tried repairing permissions,
installing new batteries, and deleting the preferences, all to no avail.

the iMac constantly. This irritating fault developed suddenly after

What do you recommend?

Steve
Realistic Tape Control
Centre $10 ONO

Maybe the mouse itself has an intermittent fault, and since it is still
covered by Apple’s warranty, I would simply take it into the Apple store
and ask for a replacement.

Aunty Mac
Thanks, Aunty, I did just that, New Wave gave me a nice new one, and
(fingers crossed) all is fine now, thanks.

For any of the above items, contact Cliff on 5255 5836

Steve

Fijitsu Colour Image Scan Snap
Anyone running Apple OS "Tiger"
software who would like a Fujitsu
Colour Image Scan Snap model
fi-5110EOXM for Macintosh, with
operator's guide. Weight 2,7kg. no
packaging available, can have it for a
donation to BMUG. It is not compatible
with my OS 10.6.4 Snow Leopard.

Contact Membership Sec.
Peter Oakley on 5254 2511
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